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Author’s response to reviews:

11-Jun-2019
Dear Editors: Dr. Catherine Rice

BMC Cancer

We would like to extend our sincere thanks for the opportunity to revise our manuscript entitled “Elevated levels of circulating ITIH4 are associated with hepatocellular carcinoma with nonalcoholic fatty liver disease: From pig model to human study” by Nakamura et al. (BCAN-D-19-00994). Here we revised the manuscript according to your comments and advices. Thanks to your insightful comments, we believe that the revised manuscript has benefitted substantially. We hope you will find our manuscript be suitable for publication in your journal.

Sincerely,

Corresponding author:

Masaya Ikegawa MD, PhD
Department of Life and Medical Systems, Faculty of Life and Medical Sciences, Doshisha University, Kyoto, Japan
TEL: +81-774-65-6869, FAX: +81-774-65-6869,
E-mail address; mikegawa@mail.doshisha.ac.jp

Etsuro Hatano MD, PhD
1-1 Mukogowacho, Nishinomiya, Hyogo, 663-8501, Japan
Department of Surgery, Hyogo College of Medicine, Hyogo, Japan
TEL: +81-798-45-6582, Fax number: +81-798-45-6581,
E-mail address; shatano@hyo-med.ac.jp

Point-by-point responses to Editor Comments

1 - Please include a Conclusions heading for the Conclusions section.

<Response>

Thank you very much your advice. We included a Conclusions heading for the Conclusions section in the revised manuscript (Line 14, Page 30).

2 - For all research involving human subjects, informed consent to participate in the study should be obtained from participants (or their parent or guardian in the case of children under 16) and a statement to this effect should appear in the ‘Ethics approval and consent to participate’ section of the Declarations including whether the consent was written. When reporting on such studies,
individual patient data should not be made available unless consent for publication has also been obtained.

If the need for informed consent has been waived by an IRB or is deemed unnecessary according to national regulations, please clearly state this with details, including the name of the Board or a reference to the relevant legislation in the ‘Ethics approval and consent to participate’ section of the Declarations.

<Response>

Thank you very much for your comments. We have obtained informed consent from the participants in this study. This is described in the ‘Ethics approval and consent to participate’ section of the Declarations (Line 6, Page 32).

3 - At this stage, please upload your proofread manuscript as a single, final, clean version that does not contain any tracked changes, comments, highlights, strikethrough or text in different colours. All relevant tables and figures should also be clean versions. Figures (and additional files) should remain uploaded as separate files. Should you wish to respond to these revision requests, please include the information in the designated input box only.

<Respose>

We have uploaded clean version.